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Abstract—Indicator-dilution methods are widely used by many medical imaging techniques and by dye-, lithium-, and thermodilution measurements. The measured indicator dilution curves are typically fitted by a mathematical model to estimate the hemodynamic parameters of interest. This paper presents a new maximum-likelihood algorithm for parameter estimation, where indicator dilution curves are considered as the histogram of underlying transit-time distribution. Apart from a general description of the algorithm, semi-analytical solutions are provided for three well-known indicator dilution models. An adaptation of the algorithm is also introduced to cope with indicator recirculation. In simulations as well as in experimental data of the algorithm is also introduced to cope with indicator recirculation. In simulations as well as in experimental data obtained by dynamic contrast-enhanced ultrasound imaging, the proposed algorithm shows a superior parameter estimation accuracy over nonlinear least-squares regression. The feasibility of the algorithm for use in vivo is evaluated using dynamic contrast-enhanced ultrasound recordings obtained with the purpose of prostate cancer detection. The proposed algorithm shows an improved ability (increase in receiver-operating-characteristic curve area of up to 0.13) with respect to existing methods to differentiate between healthy tissue and cancer.

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of indicator- or tracer-dilution methods for hemodynamic quantification in clinical applications has a long history [1]. After injection of an indicator into the bloodstream, an indicator dilution curve (IDC) can be obtained by measurement of the indicator concentration at a desired location downstream as function of time. Hemodynamic parameters of clinical interest can be extracted from IDCs.

Indicator-dilution methods are used in a wide variety of clinical applications. Many techniques were first introduced for cardiovascular quantification, mainly for assessment of cardiac output and blood volumes [1]. The original techniques for IDC measurement, such as dye- and thermodilution, have the drawback of being invasive and requiring patient catheterization [2], [3]. Nowadays, minimally-invasive imaging techniques, such as ultrasound [4], magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [5], scintigraphy [6], and computed tomography [7], are also available. Their development has led to a wider spectrum of clinical applications, such as detection of ischemia, e.g. in the brain and the myocardium [8], [9]. In other application areas, such as oncology, indicator dilution methods are used for detection of angiogenesis [5], [10], [11].

The assessment of clinically relevant hemodynamic parameters from IDCs is based on modeling and analysis of the indicator transport kinetics. The first pass of an intravascular indicator can be represented by mathematical models that describe the distribution of indicator transit-times. Apart from providing a stochastic interpretation, several widely adopted models also offer a physiological representation of the hemodynamic phenomena. In fact, the first model proposed by Hamilton [3] describes the indicator wash-out from a single compartment. More recent models, such as the local density random walk (LDRW) model [12], [13], the lognormal model [14]–[16], and the gamma-variate model [17], [18], provide a physiological interpretation for the complete distribution of transit-times. In many applications, estimation of the hemodynamic parameters of interest is performed by fitting of the IDCs to one of these models. Nonlinear least-squares (NLS) regression is typically adopted for IDC model fitting [19], as it is well-known that, in the case of additive white noise, this algorithm provides the maximum-likelihood estimates for the model parameters. However, IDC noise is not always well described by additive white noise [20]–[22]. As a result, NLS regression may not be the optimal method for IDC parameter estimation. This paper describes an alternative algorithm based on maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation. The stochastic nature of IDC models is exploited by considering the IDC as the observed histogram of indicator transit-times. The statistical properties of this histogram are derived. ML parameter estimation is performed by finding the parameter values that have the highest likelihood of producing the measured transit-time histogram. Apart from a general description of the algorithm, model-specific solutions for the LDRW, lognormal, and gamma-variate models are obtained. In addition, a modification of the algorithm is proposed to cope with the common problem of indicator recirculation.

The performance of the proposed ML algorithm is compared to that of NLS regression in simulations and in IDCs measured in vitro by dynamic contrast-enhanced ultrasound (DCE-US) imaging. The feasibility of the algorithm in vivo is also shown based on DCE-US data obtained from the prostate microcirculation.
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Statistics of indicator transit-time distributions

An IDC describes the indicator concentration as a function of time at a fixed location downstream, after injection of an indicator bolus upstream. Common models adopted to describe these IDCs, e.g., the LDRW, lognormal, and gamma-variate models, are probability distributions \( p(t|\theta) \) that represent the distribution of indicator transit-times between the injection and the detection sites. The model-specific parameter vector \( \theta \) defines the IDC shape and, for these three models, offers a direct physiological interpretation of the indicator transport kinetics as well [12], [15], [18].

By interpreting an IDC as a transit-time distribution \( p(t|\theta) \), indicator particles are expected to appear at the detection site at time \( t \) with probability \( p(t|\theta) \). The measured transit-time of each indicator particle provides an observation of \( p(t|\theta) \).

In reality, however, the transit-times of individual particles cannot be measured. Ideally, a measured IDC provides the amount of observed indicator particles \( C \) at \( N \) discrete-time samples \( n \) with time step \( \Delta t \). Hence, the measured IDC \( C(n) \) is the observed histogram of \( p(t|\theta) \) based on a total of \( K \) transit-time observations. If these observations are independent, the probability that \( k \) particles are observed at time \( n \) is given by the binomial distribution as

\[
P\{C(n) = k\} = \binom{K}{k} p(n\Delta t|\theta)^k (1 - p(n\Delta t|\theta))^{K-k}.
\]

An example of a simulated IDC based on (1) is shown in Fig. 1. The expectation and the variance of (1) are given as

\[
E\{C(n)\} = K p(n\Delta t|\theta),
\]

\[
\text{Var}\{C(n)\} = K p(n\Delta t|\theta) (1 - p(n\Delta t|\theta)).
\]

The expectation \( E\{C(n)\} \) resembles the model IDC, the variance \( \text{Var}\{C(n)\} \) represents the fluctuation of the amount of indicator particles and can be considered as noise for the purpose of IDC fitting.

If the transit-time distribution is sampled by a sufficient number of time samples, such that \( p(n\Delta t|\theta) \ll 1 \), the variance approximates the expectation. As a result, the noise power is proportional to the signal amplitude. This relation, which can also be appreciated in Fig. 1, may explain the previously observed correlation between IDC amplitude and IDC noise intensity [20], a correlation that cannot be explained by a standard additive noise model.

The instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the IDC is given as

\[
\text{SNR}(n) = \frac{(E\{C(n)\})^2}{\text{Var}\{C(n)\}} = K \frac{p(n\Delta t|\theta)}{1 - p(n\Delta t|\theta)}. \tag{4}
\]

Because the SNR relates linearly to the total number of indicator particles \( K \), \( K \) can be used to control the SNR in IDC simulations. The SNR is also influenced by the IDC shape: it is relatively high in narrow IDCs that have relatively high values of \( p(n\Delta t|\theta) \) for only few samples.

B. Maximum-likelihood estimation

Based on the indicator transit-time statistics, we propose an algorithm for ML estimation of the parameter vector \( \theta \). Given the observed transit-times \( t(k) \) of \( K \) observed indicator particles, we can evaluate the likelihood \( \mathcal{L}(\theta) \) of the IDC model parameters. If we assume independency of the transit-times of indicator particles, we have

\[
\mathcal{L}(\theta) = \prod_{k=1}^{K} p(t(k)|\theta). \tag{5}
\]

The ML solution of the parameters \( \hat{\theta} \) is found by maximizing \( \mathcal{L}(\theta) \). In practice, \( \ln(\mathcal{L}(\theta)) \) is often maximized, because the logarithm is a monotonic function that transforms the product into a more simple sum. A logarithmic transformation of (5) yields

\[
\ln(\mathcal{L}(\theta)) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \ln(p(t(k)|\theta)). \tag{6}
\]

As already discussed, the individual transit-times \( t(k) \) are unknown in reality. The transit-time histogram \( C(n) \) is obtained instead. We can rewrite (6) in terms of \( C(n) \) by grouping all particles that are sampled at the same time sample \( n \) as

\[
\ln(\mathcal{L}(\theta)) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} C(n) \ln(p(n\Delta t|\theta)). \tag{7}
\]

In (7), the sum acts on the time samples \( n \) rather than on the particles \( k \). The likelihood function (7) equals the correlation between the measured IDC and the logarithm of the adopted IDC model. By differentiation of (7) with respect to \( \theta \) and equating it to zero, the ML solution for \( \theta \) can be obtained. This yields

\[
\frac{\partial \ln(\mathcal{L}(\theta))}{\partial \theta} = \sum_{n=1}^{N} C(n) \frac{p(n\Delta t|\theta)}{p(n\Delta t|\theta)} \frac{\partial p(n\Delta t|\theta)}{\partial \theta} = 0. \tag{8}
\]

The obtained result can be used to find the ML estimate \( \hat{\theta}_{\text{ML}} \) in an iterative numerical optimization scheme. Because \( p(n\Delta t|\theta) \) is a probability distribution that integrates to 1, the area under the IDC (AUC) cannot be included in
the preceding analysis. After determination of the IDC shape parameters, AUC can be estimated as the linear scale factor between the measured IDC \( C(n) \) and the fit \( p(n\Delta t) \) by e.g. linear regression.

For three specific IDC models, a partially analytical solution can be derived. As an example, this derivation is provided for the LDRW model in the following section. The derivations for the lognormal and gamma-variate models, which are similar to those for the LDRW model, are reported in Appendix A.

1) Application to the local density random walk model: The LDRW model provides both a stochastic and a physiological interpretation for the transit-time distribution. The model can be derived from a discrete one-dimensional random walk process [23] and is also an analytical solution of the convective diffusion equation for the one-dimensional case [12], [24]. The adopted boundary conditions represent a rapid injection and indicator mass conservation. Adopting a modified parametrization \( \theta = [\mu, \kappa, t_0] \) [25], the distribution of transit-times is given as

\[
p(t|\theta) = \sqrt{\frac{\kappa}{2\pi(t-t_0)}} \exp\left(-\frac{\kappa(t-t_0-\mu)^2}{2(t-t_0)}\right).
\]  

(9)

In (9), \( \mu \) represents the mean transit time (MTT), \( \kappa \) is a skewness parameter related to the dispersion of the indicator bolus through the circulation, and \( t_0 \) represents the injection time. The LDRW model has been shown to accurately represent IDCs obtained by DCE-US in different applications, such as for cardiovascular quantification [13], [20] and for analysis of the microcirculation [26]. The model parameter \( \kappa \) has shown a promising value for detection of abnormalities in the microcirculation that are related to cancer [25].

To derive the ML solution for the LDRW model, the model in (9) is differentiated with respect to \( \theta \) as

\[
\frac{\partial p(t|\theta)}{\partial \mu} = p(t|\theta) \cdot \kappa \left(1 - \frac{\mu}{t-t_0}\right),
\]  

(10a)

\[
\frac{\partial p(t|\theta)}{\partial \kappa} = p(t|\theta) \cdot \frac{1}{2} \left(1 - \frac{(t-t_0-\mu)^2}{(t-t_0)}\right),
\]  

(10b)

\[
\frac{\partial p(t|\theta)}{\partial t_0} = p(t|\theta) \cdot \frac{1}{2} \left(\kappa + \frac{1}{t-t_0} - \frac{\kappa \mu^2}{(t-t_0)^2}\right).
\]  

(10c)

We can insert (10) into (8) to obtain the equations that satisfy the ML solution for the LDRW model as

\[
\sum_{n=1}^{N} \left(1 - \frac{\mu}{n\Delta t - t_0}\right) C(n) = 0,
\]  

(11a)

\[
\sum_{n=1}^{N} \left(\frac{1}{\kappa} - \frac{n\Delta t - t_0 + 2\mu - \mu^2}{n\Delta t - t_0}\right) C(n) = 0,
\]  

(11b)

\[
\sum_{n=1}^{N} \left(\kappa + \frac{1}{n\Delta t - t_0} - \frac{\kappa \mu^2}{(n\Delta t - t_0)^2}\right) C(n) = 0.
\]  

(11c)

In (11a), we have used the fact that \( \kappa \) is strictly positive. From (11a) and (11b) the ML estimates for \( \mu \) and \( \kappa \) can be obtained as

\[
\hat{\mu}_{ML} = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} C(n)}{\sum_{n=1}^{N} n\Delta t - t_0},
\]  

(12a)

\[
\hat{\kappa}_{ML} = \left[\sum_{n=1}^{N} (n\Delta t - t_0) C(n) \frac{1}{\sum_{n=1}^{N} C(n)} - \hat{\mu}_{ML}\right]^{-1}.
\]  

(12b)

We were not able to find an analytical solution for \( t_{0,ML} \). If this parameter is already known, its value can be inserted into (12) to obtain a completely analytical ML solution. If \( t_0 \) is unknown, its ML estimate can be obtained by numerically solving (11c) after substitution of \( \kappa \) and \( \mu \) by their ML solutions given in (12). As a result, the ML parameter estimation problem is significantly less complex than conventional nonlinear regression methods, because iterative optimization is only required for a single parameter.

2) Maximum likelihood and recirculation: A common issue in IDC analysis is recirculation, i.e., subsequent passages of the indicator bolus that overlap with the tail of the first-pass IDC. As a result, only a limited part of the tail of the transit-time distribution can be observed, as shown in Fig. 2.

Typically, the IDC is truncated by discarding the time segment featuring recirculation from the analysis. Parametric curve-fitting is then applied on the truncated IDC [20]. This approach cannot easily be applied for the proposed ML algorithm, because truncation affects the transit-time distribution that can be observed.

After truncating the IDC at time \( t_{Tr} = nT \Delta t \), the transit-time distribution \( p(t|\theta) \) is no longer completely sampled: transit-times beyond the truncation time \( t_{Tr} \) cannot be observed. Instead of the original distribution, the truncated transit-time
distribution is observed. This is given as

$$p_{\text{Tr}}(n\Delta t|\theta, n_{\text{Tr}}) = \begin{cases} \frac{p(n\Delta t|\theta)}{\sum_{n=1}^{n_{\text{Tr}}} p(n\Delta t|\theta)} & n \leq n_{\text{Tr}} \\ 0 & n > n_{\text{Tr}} \end{cases} \text{.} \tag{13}$$

In (13), the scaling term in the denominator ensures that $p_{\text{Tr}}(n\Delta t|\theta, n_{\text{Tr}})$ integrates to 1, in order to properly define it as a probability distribution.

The log-likelihood based on the truncated transit-time distribution can be expressed similarly to (7) as

$$ln \left( \mathcal{L}_{\text{Tr}}(\theta) \right) = \sum_{n=1}^{n_{\text{Tr}}} C(n) \ln \left( p(n\Delta t|\theta) \right) - \ldots$$

$$\ln \left( \sum_{n=1}^{n_{\text{Tr}}} p(n\Delta t|\theta) \right) \sum_{n=1}^{n_{\text{Tr}}} C(n). \tag{14}$$

The derivative of (14) with respect to $\theta$ is given as

$$\frac{\partial \ln \left( \mathcal{L}_{\text{Tr}}(\theta) \right)}{\partial \theta} = \left( \sum_{n=1}^{n_{\text{Tr}}} C(n) \frac{\partial p(n\Delta t|\theta)}{\partial \theta} \right) - \ldots$$

$$\sum_{n=1}^{n_{\text{Tr}}} \frac{\partial p(n\Delta t|\theta)}{\partial \theta} \sum_{n=1}^{n_{\text{Tr}}} C(n). \tag{15}$$

The previous semi-analytical solutions for the shape parameters, as given in (12a) and (12b), do not represent the ML solution in the case of truncation. For this reason, iterative optimization is adopted to maximize (14). An example IDC model fit obtained by this procedure is shown in Fig. 2. Similarly to the original algorithm, the parameter AUC, which is not included in this analysis, but estimated afterwards by linear regression with the fitted IDC.

3) Implementation: All proposed parameter estimation methods were implemented in Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA), with the routine mle. For NLS regression, the routine lsqcurvefit was adopted. In both cases, iterative optimization was performed with the built-in trust-region algorithm [27].

In all cases, the parameter $t_0$ was considered unknown. For all iterative optimization algorithms, parameter initialization was performed as follows. The parameter $t_0$ was initialized at 2 s before the appearance time, which represents the time at which indicator particles are first observed. The two shape parameters were then initialized using the semi-analytical ML algorithm described in Sec. II-B1 and Appendix A. Finally, AUC was initialized by linear regression as the linear scale factor between the obtained IDC and the initialized IDC.

To prevent numerical issues, a lower bound of 0.5 was adopted for the term $\sum_{n=1}^{n_{\text{Tr}}} p(n\Delta t|\theta)$ in (14). This lower bound implies that, after truncation, the remaining time samples cover at least 50% of the complete area under the IDC.

C. Simulation study

A simulation study was performed to test the proposed ML algorithm. Simulated IDCs were derived as the observed histogram of transit-times, based on random sampling of the transit-time distribution $p(t|\theta)$ as described in Sec. II-A. The adopted time step was 0.1 s. An example of a simulated IDC is shown in Fig. 1. Simulations were performed with both $K = 2 \cdot 10^3$ and $K = 5 \cdot 10^3$, which resulted in an SNR of 9 dB and 13 dB, respectively. These SNR values are in line with those obtained in experimental data.

In this study, simulated IDCs were generated for three models, each using 10 different values for the two IDC shape parameters within the following range:

- LDRW model: $\kappa \in [0.1, 1], \mu \in [10, 40]$;
- Lognormal model: $\mu \in [2, 3.5], \sigma \in [0.2, 1]$;
- Gamma-variate model: $\alpha \in [4, 12], \beta \in [1, 4]$.

The parameter range was selected to represent IDCs with mean transit times ranging between approximately 10 and 40 seconds. For each parameter combination, 25 simulated IDCs were obtained. In total, 2500 IDCs were simulated for each model.

All simulated IDCs were fitted by the proposed ML algorithm, as well as by NLS regression. The performance of both parameter estimation methods was evaluated by the bias and standard deviation of the estimated parameters, relative to their true values. This choice was motivated by the wide range of adopted parameter values. In addition, we evaluated the fitting accuracy by the determination coefficient $R^2$ and the required computation time for all algorithms.

The same IDCs were used to evaluate the parameter estimation performance in case of truncation. The optimal truncation time generally depends on the application. In this study, we adopted a cut-off percentage of 30%, i.e., at $t_{\text{Tr}}$, the model IDC has decayed to 30% of its peak value [23].

In addition, we investigated the variation in the parameter estimates with respect to the cut-off percentage by performing parameter estimation with cut-off percentages ranging between 20 and 40%. The relative standard deviation (expressed as a percentage of the mean) among the parameter estimates obtained with different cut-off percentages was evaluated to measure this variation.

D. Experimental validation

An experimental validation of the proposed algorithm was performed using DCE-US imaging. An in vitro set-up was constructed at the Catharina Hospital (Eindhoven, The Netherlands). The set-up, which is schematically shown in Fig. 3, consisted of an open network of tubes, in which flow was generated by a centrifugal pump (Medtronic 550 bio-console, Minneapolis, MN). A 0.2 mL SonoVue® (Bracco, Milan, Italy) ultrasound-contrast-agent bolus was diluted in 20 mL of saline and subsequently injected into the flow network, which was kept open to avoid recirculation. The hydrostatic pressure was stabilized at the output.

Cross-sectional ultrasound B-mode images were obtained directly before and after the tube network with an iE33 ultrasound imaging system (Philips Healthcare, Andover, MA) and a transesophageal X7-2t probe. Harmonic imaging was applied (2.7-5.4 MHz) at a mechanical index of 0.2. From the obtained image sequences, linearized acoustic time-intensity curves
were obtained using QLAB acoustic quantification software (Philips Healthcare, Andover, MA), as shown in Fig. 4. To avoid the influence of the injection function on our analysis, only the outflow curves were considered in this study. Fig. 4 also shows five square regions of interest (ROIs) of different sizes (from 1.81 mm$^2$ to 35.4 mm$^2$) from which the acoustic time-intensity curves were sampled. The curves in Fig. 4 indicate a correlation between the ROI size and the SNR of the curve. The average SNR, obtained based on the fit with the smallest mean squared error, ranged from 7 dB for the smallest ROI to 14 dB for the largest ROI. Because the number of observed indicator particles $K$ is approximately proportional to the ROI size, this observed correlation between ROI size and SNR can be explained by (4).

For a direct application of indicator dilution theory on the acoustic time-intensity curves, the relation between contrast-agent concentration and measured acoustic intensity must be linear. For low concentrations and low mechanical index, a linear relation was established by several researchers [20], [25], [28]. As a result, acoustic time-intensity curves may be interpreted directly as IDCs.

Parameter estimation was performed by both ML and NLS using IDCs obtained from 79 experiments, which were performed with four different volumes between 356 and 890 mL and at six different flow values ranging from 1 to 4 L/min. As a result, IDCs were obtained for a wide range of parameter values, as shown in Figures 4 and 5. In a few curves, the presence of air bubbles resulted in a few noisy samples. To prevent these from affecting the parameter estimation, all IDCs were median filtered with order three prior to curve-fitting. Because the true values of the parameters were not available, an indirect method was adopted to evaluate the parameter estimation performance. Since the IDCs were sampled from concentric ROIs (see Fig. 4), we expected the associated true parameter values to be constant across the ROIs. Consequently, we considered the variation among the parameter estimates obtained from different ROIs as an indirect error metric. The determination coefficient $R^2$ was adopted to evaluate the overall quality of curve-fitting. The analysis was performed using the complete IDC for fitting, and also after discarding the IDC tail ($\leq 30\%$ of the peak value). Furthermore, the sensitivity of the estimated parameters with respect to the cut-off percentage was evaluated as described in Sec. II-C.

E. In vivo evaluation

The feasibility of the proposed algorithm for in vivo use was evaluated with IDCs obtained by DCE-US imaging of the human prostate with the purpose of cancer detection. Cancer detection has been investigated using various imaging modalities, such as DCE-US and dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI [5], [10], [11], [29], [30], and is based on detection of microvascular changes related to angiogenesis and, therefore, to cancer growth.

This study was performed at the Academic Medical Center University Hospital (Amsterdam, The Netherlands) after approval was granted by the local ethics committee; written informed consent was obtained from all patients prior to this study. 17 DCE-US datasets were obtained from 9 patients who underwent radical prostatectomy.
Data acquisition was performed using an iU22 ultrasound imaging system (Philips Healthcare, Bothell, WA) and either a C8-4v or C10-3v transrectal probe. The adopted imaging mode was power modulation, at a frequency of 3.5 MHz and a mechanical index of 0.06. In each DCE-US dataset, two IDCs were obtained by QLAB from square ROIs (5x5 mm). The ROIs were selected based on the histology ground truth to represent healthy tissue and cancer.

All obtained IDCs were fitted by the LDRW model, using both ML and NLS, as shown in Fig. 6. Because the optimal truncation time is generally difficult to define in these data, all IDCs were fitted using three truncation times, with recirculation cut-off percentages of 30, 40, and 50%, respectively. The optimal truncation time was selected based on the minimum mean squared error, averaged between ML and NLS, of the IDC fit. The determination coefficient $R^2$ was adopted to measure the quality of the obtained IDC fits.

A number of features were extracted from the fitted IDCs in order to evaluate their potential to discriminate between healthy tissue and cancer. We adopted several features that were proposed in the literature [25], [26], [31], namely, the LDRW parameter $\kappa$, the parameter AUC, the peak intensity (PI), the full-width at half maximum (FWHM, the period during which the IDC exceeds PI/2), the mean transit time (MTT = $\mu$), and the wash-in time (WIT, the time it takes for the IDC to rise from 5% to 95% of PI).

The tissue classification performance was assessed for each individual parameter using a binary decision threshold. This threshold was shifted over the observed range of parameter values in healthy tissue and cancer. At each threshold level, the sensitivity and specificity for tissue classification were evaluated to derive the receiver-operating-characteristic (ROC) curve. The area under the ROC curve was adopted to measure the tissue classification performance [32]. The optimal sensitivity and specificity were determined as the point on the ROC curve closest to ideal classification. A comparison was performed between the parameter estimates obtained by NLS and those obtained by ML.

III. RESULTS

A. Simulation study

An example of curve-fitting using both NLS and ML is shown in Fig. 1. No significant difference in curve-fitting accuracy was observed between NLS and ML. For $K = 2 \times 10^3$, both algorithms fitted the complete IDC with $R^2 = 0.87$ and the truncated IDC (cut-off percentage 30%) with $R^2 = 0.80$. For $K = 5 \times 10^3$, these statistics were 0.94 and 0.90, respectively.

The average computation time required to fit one IDC was evaluated on a Windows-based workstation with an Intel Core2Duo processor running at 3.16 GHz with 3.49 GB of RAM. The required computation time for NLS was 0.035 s. For the ML algorithm, the average computation time was 0.032 s for estimation based on the complete IDC, as described in Sec. II-B1 and Appendix A, and 0.055 s for estimation based on the truncated IDC, as described in Sec. II-B2.

For each parameter, the estimation accuracy was evaluated by the relative bias and standard deviation with respect to the true values. Table I reports the results for a complete as well as for a truncated IDC fitting. In general, the ML algorithm provided higher estimation accuracy than NLS.

The sensitivity of the parameter estimation with respect to the recirculation cut-off percentage is reported in Table II. For all parameters, ML provided more consistent results than NLS.

B. Experimental validation

Experimental IDCs were obtained from 5 ROIs in 79 available recordings. Due to the presence of artifacts in some recordings, we considered only those recordings that could be fitted with an average determination coefficient $\bar{R}^2 \geq 0.9$ (averaged across all ROIs, both algorithms, and all IDC models). Based on this criterion, the parameter estimation precision by NLS and ML was compared using 71 recordings.

Fitting of the IDCs obtained from these recordings provided an average $\bar{R}^2$ (across all models) of 0.94 for ML, compared to 0.95 for NLS. If the IDC was truncated at a recirculation cut-off percentage of 30%, the average $\bar{R}^2$ was 0.92 for both algorithms.

The precision of the estimated parameters, assessed as the relative standard deviation among the parameter values estimated in different ROIs, is reported for all models in Table III, both for fitting the complete IDC and for truncation of the
TABLE I
ACCURACY (RELATIVE BIAS ± STANDARD DEVIATION [%]) OF PARAMETER ESTIMATION BASED ON 2,500 SIMULATED IDCs PER MODEL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model &amp; parameter</th>
<th>Estimation based on complete IDC</th>
<th>Estimation based on truncated IDC (cut-off percentage 30%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$K = 2 \cdot 10^3$</td>
<td>$K = 5 \cdot 10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NLS</td>
<td>ML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDRW $\mu$</td>
<td>1.2 ± 13.5</td>
<td>0.0 ± 7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDRW $\kappa$</td>
<td>1.5 ± 14.3</td>
<td>0.1 ± 7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lognormal $\mu$</td>
<td>0.2 ± 2.5</td>
<td>0.0 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lognormal $\sigma$</td>
<td>-0.1 ± 7.7</td>
<td>-0.1 ± 4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma-variate $\alpha$</td>
<td>5.7 ± 28.8</td>
<td>0.6 ± 13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma-variate $\beta$</td>
<td>0.0 ± 13.9</td>
<td>0.5 ± 7.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II
RELATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION [%] AMONG PARAMETER ESTIMATES OBTAINED WITH DIFFERENT RECIRCULATION CUT-OFF PERCENTAGES (20, 25, 30, 35, 40%) IN 2,500 SIMULATED IDCs PER MODEL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model &amp; parameter</th>
<th>Estimation based on complete IDC</th>
<th>Estimation based on truncated IDC (cut-off percentage 30%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$K = 2 \cdot 10^3$</td>
<td>$K = 5 \cdot 10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NLS</td>
<td>ML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDRW $\mu$</td>
<td>4.7 ± 2.7</td>
<td>3.1 ± 1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDRW $\kappa$</td>
<td>8.2 ± 6.7</td>
<td>5.3 ± 4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lognormal $\mu$</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.9</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lognormal $\sigma$</td>
<td>4.6 ± 3.8</td>
<td>3.0 ± 2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma-variate $\alpha$</td>
<td>12.5 ± 6.5</td>
<td>7.0 ± 3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma-variate $\beta$</td>
<td>6.5 ± 5.1</td>
<td>4.2 ± 3.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III
RELATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION [%] AMONG PARAMETER ESTIMATES OBTAINED FROM VARIOUS ROI5s REPRESENTING THE SAME UNDERLYING KINETIC PARAMETERS IN EXPERIMENTALLY MEASURED IDCs FROM 71 RECORDINGS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model &amp; parameter</th>
<th>Estimation based on complete IDC</th>
<th>Estimation based on truncated IDC (cut-off percentage 30%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$K = 2 \cdot 10^3$</td>
<td>$K = 5 \cdot 10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NLS</td>
<td>ML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDRW $\mu$</td>
<td>9.0 ± 3.7</td>
<td>7.8 ± 2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDRW $\kappa$</td>
<td>9.9 ± 5.0</td>
<td>12.2 ± 6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lognormal $\mu$</td>
<td>3.7 ± 1.6</td>
<td>3.4 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lognormal $\sigma$</td>
<td>8.7 ± 3.7</td>
<td>9.3 ± 4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma-variate $\alpha$</td>
<td>14.9 ± 6.1</td>
<td>11.0 ± 4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma-variate $\beta$</td>
<td>7.9 ± 4.0</td>
<td>7.1 ± 3.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IDC at a recirculation cut-off percentage of 30%. Similarly to the simulation results, ML showed a smaller variation in the parameter estimates than NLS for all parameters.

The sensitivity of parameter estimation to the recirculation cut-off percentage is reported for two ROIs in Table IV. For all models, the ML algorithm provided a smaller variation than NLS.

C. In vivo evaluation

The IDCs obtained in vivo were estimated with an average determination coefficient $R^2 = 0.92$ for both algorithms. For several IDC parameters, the classification performance obtained by ML and NLS is reported in Table V. The largest difference in classification performance between ML and NLS was found for $\kappa$: the area under the ROC curve obtained by ML was 0.13 larger than that obtained by NLS. For this parameter, the estimates obtained by the two algorithms were compared in a Bland-Altman plot [33], which is shown in Fig. 7. The average difference between $\kappa$ estimates obtained in cancer and healthy tissue increased by 0.06 if ML was adopted instead of NLS. The parameters AUC and PI showed a very similar classification performance for NLS and ML.

IV. DISCUSSION

In all studies, the proposed algorithm provided accurately fitted IDCs. In fact, the obtained determination coefficient $R^2$, which is theoretically optimized by NLS, was approximately...
equal for ML and NLS in all studies.

The accuracy of the estimated parameters is, however, more important than the fitting accuracy. To this end, we assessed the bias and standard deviation. Relative statistics were adopted to accommodate for the wide range of parameter values.

The simulation results, reported in Table I, indicate superior results for ML than for NLS for all three adopted models, both with and without truncation. No bias in the parameter estimation was found for either method. The required computation times were similar. Only for fitting of truncated IDCs, the ML algorithm required more computation time than NLS, perhaps because NLS was implemented using a dedicated NLS optimization routine.

In the experimental data, assessment of the parameter estimation accuracy is more complicated, because the true parameter values are unknown. By assuming IDCs sampled from different ROIs (as shown in Fig. 4) to satisfy the same true parameter values, we assessed the precision among parameter estimates obtained from IDCs sampled from different ROIs. Table III shows the parameter estimates obtained by ML to be more consistent across the different ROIs than those obtained by NLS. This result was found for all three adopted models, both with and without IDC truncation.

In applications where indicator recirculation is significant, the definition of the optimal IDC truncation time, minimizing the effect of recirculation on the analysis, is complicated. For this reason, the sensitivity of parameter estimation to the time at which the IDC is truncated was also evaluated. As shown in Table II, the simulation study showed that the ML algorithm is less dependent on the truncation time than NLS. This finding was also confirmed with our experimental data (see Table IV). As a result, ML is more robust with respect to the truncation time choice than NLS.

The in vivo evaluation shows the feasibility of the ML algorithm for use in quantitative DCE-US imaging for cancer detection. In fact, for several parameters, the classification ability based on ML is improved with respect to that based on NLS. The classification results of NLS and ML for the IDC amplitude parameters AUC and PI are very similar, probably because the parameter AUC is not included in ML estimation. Because this parameter is estimated afterwards by linear regression, the optimization criterion is the same for both algorithms.

For the proposed ML algorithm, IDCs are interpreted as the observed histogram of the transit-time distribution. Although this paper focuses on the first pass of an intravascular indicator, the methodology is applicable for any transit-time distribution. The proposed approach explicitly requires transit-times of indicator particles to be independent. In fact, this assumption follows from the classical assumption in indicator dilution theory that the indicator is well-mixed with the carrier fluid [34]. Therefore, the independency assumption is merely made explicit by the proposed algorithm.

In general, the log-likelihood function to be maximized, given by (7), equals the correlation between the IDC and the logarithm of the model distribution. With the semi-analytical ML solutions, presented for three common indicator dilution models, iterative optimization is not required if the injection time parameter \( t_0 \) is known. This may be useful in system identification methods based on two IDCs representing the input and output of the system, where \( t_0 = 0 \) [13]. In this paper, as often in practice, \( t_0 \) was considered unknown. In this case, ML estimation requires iterative optimization for only a single parameter, \( t_0 \). The model-specific solutions are valid only if the complete IDC is available for parameter estimation.

Indicator recirculation, a common problem in IDC analysis, is approached by truncation of the transit-time distribution. The modified log-likelihood function, given by (14), contains an additional term that represents the fraction of the area under the IDC that is still observed after truncation.

In the transit-time statistics described in Sec. II-A, the difference between the observed IDC and its corresponding model curve results from the limited amount of indicator particles \( K \), which represents the sample size of the observed transit-time distribution. As shown in (4), the SNR scales linearly with \( K \).

It is particularly low in situations where \( K \) is relatively small, e.g., when only a small ROI can be selected to obtain the IDC. This can be observed in Fig. 4.

In a previous study based on DCE-US, it was observed that the IDC noise intensity is correlated with the IDC itself [20]. This correlation can also be observed for the experimental IDCs in Figures 4 and 5. This phenomenon cannot be explained by standard additive Gaussian noise statistics. It is, however, explained by the modeled transit-time statistics; as formulated in (3), the IDC noise intensity is linearly related to the IDC itself. Because the proposed ML algorithm is based on these statistics, it is better suited to deal with this phenomenon than standard NLS regression algorithms.

Because measurement inaccuracies are not primarily considered in this paper, the proposed algorithm is generally applicable in a variety of applications. However, if measurement inaccuracies represent the dominant source of errors, the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>NLS</th>
<th>ML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \kappa )</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>76.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>58.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>70.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM</td>
<td>82.4</td>
<td>82.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTT</td>
<td>64.7</td>
<td>64.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIT</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>52.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table V: Sensitivity, specificity, and receiver-operating-characteristic (ROC) curve area for tissue classification
proposed algorithm may not provide optimal results. In this situation, ML estimation should be based on the measurement statistics rather than the transit-time statistics. For example, if the measurement errors are well represented by additive white noise, NLS will provide the most accurate results. For specific acquisition modalities, such as ultrasound and MRI, the statistics of acquisition noise are well-documented [21, 22]. In general, the optimal algorithm choice should be based on the measured IDC noise statistics. In the future, an application-specific parameter estimation method could be developed that optimally deals with both acquisition noise and transit-time statistics. Alternatively, parameter estimation can be optimized with respect to the primary sources of variability.

V. CONCLUSION

A maximum-likelihood algorithm is presented for estimation of hemodynamic parameters from indicator dilution curves. This algorithm is based on the transit-time statistics of indicator particles. Semi-analytical solutions are provided for three commonly adopted IDC models and the algorithm is extended to deal with the typical problem of indicator recirculation. A performance evaluation in simulations as well as in experimental data obtained by DCE-US shows superior results of the proposed algorithm over nonlinear least-squares regression. In addition, the feasibility of the algorithm is shown with in vivo data.

APPENDIX A

MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD ALGORITHM FOR LOGNORMAL AND GAMMA-VARIATE MODELS

This appendix reports the ML algorithm for the lognormal and gamma-variate models. Only the main results are provided; the methodology is identical to that described in Sec. II-B1. Similar to the obtained results for the LDRW model, the solutions provided here are the ML solutions only if the complete IDC is available.

A. Lognormal model

The lognormal model describes the distribution of indicator transit-times as function of the parameters \( \theta = [\mu, \sigma, t_0] \) as

\[
p(t|\theta) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma(t-t_0)}} \exp\left( \frac{\ln(t-t_0)-\mu}{2\sigma^2} \right). \tag{16}\]

The derivative of \( p(t|\theta) \) with respect to \( \theta \) is given as

\[
\frac{\partial p(t|\theta)}{\partial \mu} = p(t|\theta) \frac{\ln(t-t_0) - \mu}{\sigma^2}, \tag{17a}\]
\[
\frac{\partial p(t|\theta)}{\partial \sigma} = p(t|\theta) \frac{\mu^2 - \sigma^2 - 2\mu \ln(t-t_0) + (\ln(t-t_0))^2}{\sigma^3}, \tag{17b}\]
\[
\frac{\partial p(t|\theta)}{\partial t_0} = p(t|\theta) \frac{\ln(t-t_0) - \mu + \sigma^2}{\sigma^2(t-t_0)}. \tag{17c}\]

Similarly to (12a) and (12b), the ML solution for the shape parameters \( \mu \) and \( \sigma \) can be written as function of the sampled IDC \( C(n) \) and \( t_0 \) as

\[
\hat{\mu}_{\text{ML}} = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} \ln((n\Delta t - t_0)C(n))}{\sum_{n=1}^{N} C(n)}, \tag{18a}\]
\[
\hat{\sigma}_{\text{ML}} = \left( \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} \left( \ln((n\Delta t - t_0))^2 C(n) \right)}{\sum_{n=1}^{N} C(n)} - \hat{\mu}_{\text{ML}}^2 \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}. \tag{18b}\]

B. Gamma-variate model

The indicator transit-time distribution can also be described as a gamma-variate with parameters \( \hat{\theta} = [\alpha, \beta, t_0] \) as

\[
p(t|\theta) = \frac{1}{\beta^\alpha \Gamma(\alpha)} (t-t_0)^{\alpha-1} \exp\left( -\frac{t-t_0}{\beta} \right). \tag{19}\]

The derivative of (19) with respect to \( \theta \) is

\[
\frac{\partial p(t|\theta)}{\partial \alpha} = p(t|\theta) \left[ \ln(t-t_0) - \ln(\beta) - \psi(\alpha) \right], \tag{20a}\]
\[
\frac{\partial p(t|\theta)}{\partial \beta} = p(t|\theta) \left[ -\frac{t-t_0 - \alpha \beta}{\beta^2} \right], \tag{20b}\]
\[
\frac{\partial p(t|\theta)}{\partial t_0} = p(t|\theta) \frac{1 - \alpha}{t - t_0} + \frac{1}{\beta}. \tag{20c}\]

In (20a), \( \psi(\alpha) = d[\ln \Gamma(\alpha)]/d\alpha \) is the polygamma function of order 1. Similarly to the lognormal and LDRW models, the ML solution for the shape parameters \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) can be derived from (20b) and (20c) in semi-analytical fashion as

\[
\hat{\beta}_{\text{ML}} = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} (n\Delta t - t_0)C(n)}{\sum_{n=1}^{N} C(n)} - \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} C(n)}{\sum_{n=1}^{N} n\Delta t - t_0}, \tag{21a}\]
\[
\hat{\alpha}_{\text{ML}} = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} (n\Delta t - t_0)C(n)}{\sum_{n=1}^{N} C(n)}. \tag{21b}\]
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